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Heritage policy and practice in South Australia have become highly politicised, 

posing new challenges to historians and others who are engaged in the business of 

heritage as researchers, advocates, consultants or expert advisors. Political attention is 

focused mainly on built heritage, as it has been since the 1970s when formal heritage 

legislation was enacted at national and state levels.  

Heritage work (that includes surveying, recommending and listing historic places) is 

the most visible and (because listing threatens profit) the most highly-politicised form 

of professional history work. In 1988, I co-organised Australia’s first seminar on ‘The 

politics of heritage’.1 Speakers included the then minister, who concluded, ‘the 

politics of heritage are fundamentally about ways and means of resolving competing 

interests within the community … particularly economic interests’.2 

However, economic interests have come to prevail over historical or heritage interests 

in the past decade of government in South Australia. The larger and more significant a 

historical site may be, or the more economically valuable the location, the greater is 

the political pressure against even assessing the place, let alone acting to protect it. 

This political pressure is manifested both publicly, in media reports, and subtly, by 

constraining public servants in their work, by dismissing the advice of expert advisory 

committees, or simply by cutting heritage funding. In 2009, a prominent developer 

Theo Maras was quoted in The Advertiser vehemently opposing heritage survey 

recommendations for listing buildings in central Adelaide. Maras was quoted as 

saying, 

This list has been influenced by heritage extremists no different to 

those extremists who support the Taliban and al-Qaida… There is no 

logic; there is no thought about anybody else’s view.3 

These maligned ‘extremists’ were five professional historians (including me) and an 

architect who completed The City of Adelaide Heritage Survey for Adelaide City 
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Council in that year.4 The Donovan study built on and was the culmination of heritage 

surveys of the city centre dating back nearly 30 years. That long history of patient 

professional work was ignored in the stream of media reports attacking the survey. 

Any historian would recognise these statements as part of a political campaign by the 

development industry intended to scare government into reducing the heritage listing 

because it threatened high-profit redevelopment. Such pressures had their effect, and 

very few of the city places recommended in that study for local heritage listing have 

been accepted subsequently by the state minister.  

Nor has funding been provided for further heritage surveys anywhere in South 

Australia, bringing to an end an internationally-recognised program of orderly, 

thematic and regional heritage survey. Historically-based heritage surveys are 

fundamental to help determine which places and areas should be conserved, and they 

are also important historical resources, of use not only in conservation and 

interpretation but also in many other research studies. 

The state government’s much-heralded 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide mentioned 

heritage, but did not set out how this should be identified, conserved, or incorporated 

into new development. Indeed, highly significant historic inner-Adelaide localities 

and the ‘High Streets’ such as The Parade and Unley Road were earmarked for new 

high-rise development, despite local protest. As I wrote to The Advertiser in early 

2011,  

Many South Australians are asking state planners and private 

developers to pause and consider alternatives to big building projects 

that will obliterate anything old, small, communal or green. A 

coalition of inner-city councils and residents is motivated by a similar 

concern about the destructive aims of the 30 year Plan. If their 

requests were seriously considered we would all benefit by gaining a 

capital city with lively, beautiful and sociable urban and suburban 

precincts ... Instead, these sensible requests for more sensitive 

development are continually scorned. ‘Heritage’ and ‘conservation’ 

are derided terms, and there is a return to the 1950s concept of 

‘progress’, meaning the replacement of all natural and historical 

localities.5  
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The ‘coalition’ I referred to included the National Trust of South Australia, which has 

also prepared a ‘Living heritage vision 175’, released as Discussion Paper in October 

2011. The authors wrote in the introduction, 

While an aim could be to build upon the rich heritage of the past, 

heritage conservation must also empower contemporary life, being 

open to new interpretations, and making old buildings relevant to 

present-day living ...  

A new vision of Living Heritage is proposed, in which there is 

development with heritage, rather than development versus heritage 

(through demolition) ... 

South Australia could become The Heritage State, exploiting the fact 

that a majority of tourists are attracted by SA heritage, and exporting 

SA heritage conservation skills, techniques and approaches.6 

In a context of state policy that was indifferent to, if not actively averse to heritage 

research, protection and interpretation, I was dismayed to read an Advertiser report 

that Premier Mike Rann was suggesting that the State Library’s under-used Mortlock 

Wing might be handed over to an expanded SA Museum.7 Observing also that the 

premier had not disputed or corrected that report, I wrote to The Advertiser, 

State support for history and heritage was throttled during the 

premiership of Mike Rann. As a fitting finale Mr Rann will destroy 

the only place dedicated to public research in South Australian history 

by handing it over to the SA Museum for exhibition space. Halfway 

through our State’s 175th anniversary year Premier Rann has 

announced a plan to abolish the Mortlock Library of South 

Australiana, ‘ending its current use as the home of the state’s history 

collection’ ... I do agree with Mr Rann that the Mortlock Wing has 

been under-used since the State Library decided to replace throngs of 

South Australians industriously researching their history with a rarely-

visited exhibition and corporate function space ...  

Historians have repeatedly asked the State Library to revive our own 

historic space ..., by reinstating the South Australiana collection, 
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research facilities and staff as was done when the Mortlock Wing was 

restored for SA’s Jubilee year in 1986. Many thousands of people of 

all ages and backgrounds ... were engaged in highly productive 

activity instead of passively viewing dimly-lighted displays. THIS 

living engagement in history should lie at the heart of Rann’s plan for 

‘transforming North Tce into a nation-leading cultural boulevard’.8 

Clearly annoyed by this criticism, Rann sent his own response to The Advertiser, 

suggesting that this historian was unprofessional in relying on a ‘speculative piece’, 

and reminding her of his achievements in heritage protection, albeit chiefly in 

expanding protection to natural wilderness (such as Arkaroola). He did say that he had 

announced no plan to abolish the Mortlock – although neither did he propose to ask 

for its reinstatement, despite having long been Arts Minister as well as premier. 

Historians had for several years been asking State Library managers and board 

members to reinstate the Mortlock Library. 

These exchanges brought a flurry of responses published on the letters page that     

canvassed a range of concerns about the state of history and heritage and the 

government’s role. They reaffirmed the value of the Mortlock Library for research in 

South Australian history; that this should be reinstated as the hub of such research; 

and made other comments more generally about heritage. One writer pointed out that 

if the premier’s reported comments were inaccurate why hadn’t he corrected them; 

and other writers commented on the broader political issue of the need to ‘abolish’ 

history in order to rewrite or ignore it. 

In turn, I sent a second letter to The Advertiser which concluded, 

When will we see a state plan for enhancing our historic assets and 

incorporating them in planning, tourism and education? I look forward 

to seeing how these issues are addressed by our present and future 

premiers.9  

They would do well to begin with the ‘obligation’ acknowledged by the Environment 

Minister when introducing the South Australian Heritage Bill in 1978:  

There is a special importance and urgency in dealing with our historic 

buildings and towns. This Government recognises that there is a need 
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for a balanced approach between progress and conservation ... With 

the Government actively, and rightly, pursuing an expansion of our 

industry, commerce and agriculture, there is still an obligation on the 

Government to have regard to those things in our history that we do 

not want to lose...  

This Government wishes to play a part in protecting our heritage, 

wherever possible, enhancing it, and presenting it for the enjoyment of 

all South Australians.10 
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